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ello fellow modelers, and welcome
to another edition of ModelMania.™ My good
pal George Stephenson was kind enough to
hook me up with a casting of Blackheart’s
1:1 scale Nosferatu bust, so the least I could
do is return the favor with an article on how
I painted my personal copy! Anyone who
knows me or follows Amazing Figure Modeler
magazine is well aware of my love for the
original 1922 Nosferatu. I can’t get enough of
ol’ rat face, and over the years, I’ve amassed
quite a load of resin busts, figures and plaques
to prove the point. I won’t delve into the history
of Nosferatu since it’s well-covered elsewhere,
so I’ll just jump right into what you came for-how I painted my version of the original silent
movie vampire.
Whenever I decide to document a modeling
project, I like to make it challenging for myself
as well as informative for the reader. I’ve talked
to many modelers about techniques for painting
life-sized busts, and I’ve found that the most
intimidating factor for many is the required
use of the airbrush to get a lifelike finish. While
I’ll admit that the airbrush is the way to go for
most 1:1-scale projects, it’s still only a tool; and
like any tool, there are always alternatives.
That’s why I decided for this project (and
with apologies to my friends at Badger Air) to
challenge myself to paint this bust without the
use of an airbrush. I’ll limit myself to simple and
inexpensive art supplies that anyone can locate
at their local arts and crafts supply store. I think
I can do it, so let’s give it a go!
In Photo One you’ll see Jeff Yagher’s amazing
sculpture prepped and ready to paint. I
cleaned up any casting seam lines with a little
sandpaper and washed the parts with warm
water and dish soap (you will probably find this
near your kitchen sink, but I could be wrong).
This removes any casting agents or oils on the
surface and gets it squeaky clean! Next, I prime
the parts with a light gray automotive primer
that you can purchase at any auto parts store. I
use a couple of light coats and cover the surface.
It’s better to build up the surface instead of hose
it down with one heavy coat; that way you
won’t fill in fine details or contend with drips.
I did not prime the clear cast fingernails-- we’ll

deal with those later.
Okay…here’s where I get picky.
The next step is something I did for myself; you
can, and most likely will skip this step! I don’t care
for eye details sculpted in on model kits, no matter
the scale. It’s just a personal preference, but I like the
option of positioning the eyes as I choose. I also find
having the details scribed into the surface show up once
you gloss coat them, and I like the eyes to look as lifelike
as possible. That’s not going to happen with etched lines
in them, so I decided to take a brief detour and fill them in
with Squadron Green putty. I dabbed a little on the surface
of the eye and smoothed it out with an old paintbrush dipped
in fingernail polish remover (Photo Two). I lightly sanded the
eye’s surface with Testors sanding films to even out the putty
work (Photo Three). This took about two rounds to obtain a
reasonable effect (Photos Four and Five). Now I must come clean
and say that I lied to you dear readers as you’ll probably not find
Squadron Green at your local craft store. Unless you are really lucky
and have a real honest-to-God hobby shop in your area, you’ll need to
order it from an online retailer such as Michigan Toy (Michtoy.com).
Once the eyes are complete, I’m ready to paint…or not. Another thing
bothers me. I told you I was picky! I think I would prefer real hair
versus cast resin for his eyebrows and the tufts at his ears. I just
think it’ll give this amazing sculpt a more lifelike finish. I grab
my rotary tool with a sanding bit and quickly (but carefully)
grind off the eyebrows. I pinch Orlok’s nostrils to keep
dust from aggravating his sinuses (Photo Six). A little
sanding and the rest of the brow is removed and blended
smoothly (Photo Seven). Now I hit the bust with another
coat of primer and I can get this runaway train back on
the rails (Photo Eight).
I’ve painted quite a few Nosferatus in my
time, so I have a good idea of the colors
I want to use. I like to give my
vampires a pale undead skin
tone. Sometimes I vary them
with gentle undertones of purple
or green to make them look
a little queasy. I’ll play around
with unusual colors on this one
as well. Generally, I’m going
to use common acrylic craft
paints to render this character.
These types of paints are readily
available at craft stores and come
in multitudes of colors. You‘ll
find many brands of paint from
Americana and Folk Art to
Ceramcoat and many others.
The coverage and depth of
pigments are not as good
as Liquitex or Badger Freak
Flex paints, but they are easy
to locate and are relatively
inexpensive. Once you seal
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them with lacquers, they all hold up well to
scrutiny. I purchase a small plastic jar of Liquitex
acrylic extender to add to my paint. This slows
the drying time and makes the colors more
transparent and easier to blend and feather. The
more you add, the more transparent the paints
become so experiment with it. Finally, to simplify
things, I’m going to describe the paint colors I
use instead of specific brand names or colors
since what you may find in one store can vary
from another.
To begin painting, I give the skin areas a coat
of a light beige (Photo Nine). I added a little
extender to it so while the paint was still wet, I
could use a damp sea sponge to pull some of the
color back off and allow a bit of the gray primer
to show back through (Photo Ten). Keeping
the paint wet with a little Liquitex extender,
I mixed a little purple into the beige paint and
lightly brush and blend the new color onto the
skin surface. I try to work and blend the color
in and around the eye socket area, earlobes and
around the creases of the nose and mouth. I try
to make it a subtle blend, not too much purple.
(Photo Eleven). While the paint is damp and still
has some play to it, I add a little yellowy-green
to the temples, facial creases and forehead. It’s
very subtle; you can always add more, but it’s
hard to take it away! (Photos Twelve-Thirteen).
Although the face has several colors blended
upon it, at this stage I consider it a blank canvas.
This is where I begin to accentuate features and
add in detail. Mixing a little rust red into my
beige paint, I make a reddish pink skin tone. I
thin it down with water and begin to shade in
the creases under the eyes and along the edge of
the nose and ears. Using a fine tip brush, I hand
paint subtle veining on the nose and around the
face. If you find the paint wants to bead up on
the surface, add a drop of soap to the mix (Photo
Fourteen). Photo Fifteen shows more progress
made with the red wash; I just kept going over it
until I get to a stage where I like the results.
In the film, Nosferatu spreads the plague with
an army of rats. I like adding texture to his skin
by adding plague scars over the surface of his
face. Using a wash made with rusty red and
purple, I began to draw scars on the face. I paint
in a scar shape with the wash, then I lift some
of it off with a cotton swab. This gives the scar
transparency. I also tinted his lips with the wash
as well. You’ll also notice I shaded his upper
eyelid by adding gray to my purple paint and
brushing and blending the area. Then, I added
off-white to the eyeball to study the skin shading
in better detail (Photo Sixteen). I use the same
wash mixture I used for scarring to punch in
depth on all the wrinkles underneath the eyes
(Photo Seventeen).
Now let’s get to the eyes. You can get away
with all sorts of fanciful paint jobs as long as
the eyes bring it together, and to do that, they
need to look as realistic as possible to sell the
rest of the paintwork. To begin, I have to decide
the directional placement of the iris. I want
him looking up at the viewer so I place the iris
upward and slightly to his right. I indicate them
very lightly with my brush and a little wash
(Photo Eighteen). Now I’ll explain how I paint
the iris, and to do this I’ll switch mediums from
paints to chalk pastels. You can purchase these
at any craft or art supply store. The trick is to rub
the pastels on a piece of fine sandpaper to create
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a pigment powder, then you can transfer it to your bust with a small soft bristle paint brush.
I wanted to give Nosferatu a nocturnal look, so I’m going with yellowy eyes. I first shade
the iris circle with yellow pastels, then return with a brown pastel to shade and outline the
iris. I like the soft outline pastels make; it gives the eye a more realistic and less painted
appearance (Photo Nineteen). Since I’m working with pastels, it’s a good time to seal the
work done to now. I give the entire bust a couple of light coats of Testors Dullcote Lacquer
for protection. After drying, I felt the pastel edging got a little heavy in areas, so I stipple a
little of the beige eye color over the edges to soften it a bit. It’ll all blend in the end (Photo
Twenty). Now, I begin to texture the area by using a fine tip brush and painting brown and
yellow striations over the iris (Photo Twenty-one). To indicate where and how large I want
the pupils to be, I draw them on with a little brown paint. I decide to add red washes to make
the eyes look bloodshot and give the edges of the iris a hemorrhaged look (Photo Twentytwo). Then, I return with a black pastel and cover the pupil. The soft edge will look more
lifelike than a painted circle. I also indicated lashes with a little paint and a fine tip brush.
(Photo Twenty-three). Photo Twenty-four shows a little more progress. I’ve base coated the
hat to see how it contrasts with the skin tones, and I punched a bit more shadow in the upper
eye socket with a dark gray pastel. I added more washes to the lips for blood staining, and
I shaded the teeth with a little brown pastel to give them a rotted look. I gave everything a
couple of coats of Testors Dullcote lacquer to seal and protect the colors. Now, the eyes are
done, but I’ll save the final step of gloss coating them until the very end of the project.
Now I’m going to set the head aside to dry and cure and work on the hand and clothing. I
paint the hand using the same colors and techniques I used on the face. For brevity, I’ll skip
the instructional photos of the hand, but I applied flesh tones with sponges over the surface
and shaded between the fingers with a little flesh colored pastel. I also hit the tops of the
veins with a very light blue pastel. Then, I sealed the work with Dull Cote. Next, I broke
out my washes and shaded the wrinkles of the hands and added a round of plague scars
to match the face (see the finished shot). Now it’s time to paint the translucent resin nails.
This is the one stage that I really wished I could use my airbrush. I want to do a fade from
dark to light, and it would be so easy with my trusty Badger Patriot, but a deal is a deal, so
I’m sticking to my promise of all hand painting. First, I wiped them down with a little brown
wash to dirty them up and give them a little color (Photo Twenty-five). Next, I added more
wash to stain the nails, then dabbed it off towards the narrow end. I sealed this step with
Dullcote (Photo Twenty-six). I repeated the last step with darker colors and wiped them off
as I approached the pointed edge. I sealed them again, this time with clear Testors SemiGloss clear lacquer (Photo Twenty-seven). It’s not quite the effect I wanted, but it’ll have
to do! I glued the nails onto the fingertips and left the hand to dry. Speaking of his hand,
Graf Orlok holds a locket with a portrait of Greta Schröder as Ellen Hutter. I decided to give
it a gold finish, so I first base coated the locket black. I then brushed a couple of coats of
an acrylic bronze gold over the locket. Next, I spot painted a brilliant gold over some of
the scrolling to highlight the locket. A quick explanation about the next step: I received an
early version of this bust, and at the time, there wasn’t artwork to insert into the locket, so
I made mine in Photoshop. Looking online, I couldn’t find the exact shot used in the film
of Ellen, so I combined a couple of photos to replicate the portrait to a reasonable effect
(Photo Twenty-eight).
Nosferatu’s clothing could be almost any dark color. I chose to use a dark greenish gray
military color for the coat. I dry brushed some wear on the edges of the fabric and painted
his ascot solid black (no paisley patterns please!) His hat remained black, but I weathered
it with dark gray dry brushing (see the finished shot for the clothing). Once everything was
painted, I assembled the bust by gluing the head into the shoulders, and the hand onto the
chest. I gave the clothing one last coat of Dullcote for protection. I attached a small chain to
the locket. It was designed to fit into his palm, but I usually display it draped over the hand
so you can see the portrait. For his eyebrows and hair tufts by his ears, I purchased gray
hair from a beauty supply house and cut small sections that I attached by brushing Liquitex
matte gel medium over the area then setting the ends of the hair into the medium. I press
the ends down with a small stick and let them dry. Then I can trim them as I wish with a
pair of sharp scissors (see Finished shot). Last, and most importantly, I gloss coated the eyes
with Testors Model Master Clear gloss coat. It comes in a small bottle and you use a brush to
apply it. I give the eye one good coating and that’s it. Don’t mess with it! Let it dry overnight
to be safe. If you must recoat it, I’d say wait at least six to ten hours to make sure the original
coat is dry. The eyes will dry to a super glossy finish that ties all the eye colors together and
really makes them pop (Photo Twenty-nine). There are other gloss coat alternatives, but I’m
comfortable with Testors; it’s hard to beat when used correctly.
Well, there you have it: a 1:1-scale bust entirely painted by hand. Do I like it? Yes! Do I
think I could have done better with an airbrush? Yes! But to be honest, once I got past the
initial skin work, most of it would be hand done anyway. I wouldn’t use the airbrush for
the eyes, but I would have used it on the skin, fingernails and the locket. I really love this
bust. The team of Blackheart and Jeff Yagher always delivers, and this is surely one of their
best pieces. If you love Nosferatu, you’ve got to own this resin masterpiece; it’s one of my
proudest resin possessions! Give painting life-size pieces a try; they’re not nearly as difficult
as you might imagine, so give ‘em a shot! Visit blackheartnodels.com to order, and (Here
comes the shameless plug) if you want to learn eye techniques, applying hair and working
with pastels in more depth, I cover them extensively in my DVD series ModelMania™ Volume
Five available at modelmaniadvd.com). See you again soon!
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